Name: Nishanth DONGARI

Degree studied: PhD Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Country you came from to study here: Germany/India

Year graduated: 2012

Would you recommend Strathclyde to other people?
Yes, very firmly

What funding opportunities (if any) were available to you?
European Commission Marie Curie Fellowship

What did you like about living in Glasgow/Scotland?
Scotland amazed me with its beauty, there is new radiance all around in it, as if highlands are singing. The splendour of nature is enveloped in lochs, valleys, groves, hills, and fields.

Glasgow is a glowing city and one of the most happening places in the world with the best friendly people I have ever come across.

What did you do following graduation?
I joined as Lecturer in the same department at University of Strathclyde

What are you doing now?
Currently working as Assistant Professor Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Hyderabad

“Strathclyde is a world class university hosting researchers from all over the world, and known as one of the best in UK for engineering sciences”